Landscape Architect Mary Jeavons, a veteran with close to 30 years of designing outdoor play areas for children of all ages from preschool through primary to secondary, is a firm believer in play based learning in settings that challenge physically and allow free rein to the child’s imagination.

“Children are more likely to be injured while playing on conventional public space equipment, because it looks ‘safe’ they don’t take as much care as they do when they are aware that they need to be careful,” she says. “We aim to build in graded challenges that children can grow into as they become stronger and their motor skills improve.

“A playground train is always a train but a big rock can be a mountain, or a rocket, or a house depending on what develops as the games evolve.”

The recently completed project at Eltham College Junior School in leafy Eltham, Melbourne, bears out her design philosophy and reflects the school’s appreciation of the importance of outdoor play and its contribution to learning, social development and education. Here, a rocky slope leads up to a fort and presents an irresistible challenge for any active child.

The area accommodates groups such as the mining club that enjoys digging and extracting rocks; the ball kickers who need a level grassy space; the monkey bar kids who need skill progression and degrees of challenge; the children playing four square ball games; the chasey games; the rock climbers …and the performers, dreamers and role players.

www.jeavons.net.au
tel +61 3 9387 7337

Super Size your literacy outcomes with THRASS®

- Exceed ACARA benchmarks using an evidence-based, phonemic teaching approach
- Facilitate a cost-effective whole school literacy model that is sustainable from foundation onwards
- Cater for multi-level classrooms and support ESL learners and students with Dyslexia or other specific learning difficulties
- Enhance your subject knowledge through regular professional development (whole school in-service options available)
- Accelerate your results using a comprehensive toolbox of print and digital teaching resources

THRASS® courses are Australia’s most attended Phonetics PD.

For more information visit